
Please enter my testimony for a NO vote on SB-978 and the SB-978-1 amendment. 
This is one of the most corrupt legislative sessions Oregon citizens have experienced in 
my 78 years being an Oregon resident. 
This legislature is using a Gut and Stuff SB-978 bill to pass the most restrictive anti-gun 
2nd amendment infringement Oregon citizens have ever experienced.  You will make 
criminals out of Oregon citizens because it will be impossible to comply with SB-978-1 
excessive 44 page bill derived from the original SB-978 original one paragraph bill.  It 
appears our Democrat communist legislators need to revisit their oath of office to our 
Oregon constitution and US constitution when they lied to Oregon citizens.  This is a 
criminal act against our 2nd amendment rights for law abiding Oregon citizens giving 
criminals fee access to kill and rape leaving our homes defenseless to protect 
ourselves.  There will be a heavy price to be paid if this bill does pass. 

Again please Vote No on SB-978 and the Amendment SB 978-1 (LC 1433) 3/27/19 
(JLM/ps) 
Amendment SB-978-1 bill is a true Socialist scam you are putting before Oregon 
Citizens. 
Vote no on the other Socialist scam bills SB-979, SB-978, SB-980 and HB-3299 they 
are bills you will be violating when you took your oath to our State and US 
Constitution.  All these bills are just waiting for amendments like SB-978-1 against US 
citizens Constitution and 2nd Amendment rights and give very short notice for public 
hearings. 
Using a one page bill like SB-978 is a scam by slipping SB-978-1 amendment in a few 
days before the April 2nd committee hearing shows just how corrupt this legislature 
really is and who the Communist Democrat legislators are on this committee and you 
wonder why we distrust our State government so much. 
If you like communism so much being ruled by dictators please move to Russia or 
China. 
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